7 класс
Английский язык
Контрольная работа за I четверть
I. Insert to where necessary.
1. Did anybody hear John … leave the house?
2. Let us ... be friends.
3. Nobody expected him … shoot that person.
4. Parents made me … study law.
5. We’d like you … help us.
II. Write the plural for each noun.
1. gas
6. mouse
2. bath
7. schoolchild
3. waltz
8. deer
4. city
9. sheep
5. roof
10. snowman
III. Put in the articles where necessary.
1. Nick is ___ truck driver. 2. ____ bread on ____ dish smelled delicious. 3. Have you
tasted ____ soup? 4. I don’t think you gave me ___ right answer. 5. It’s ___ book Bob
advised me to read.
IV. Complete the sentences using the new words.
1. – Why does he speak French so fluently? – Because it’s his mother t______ .
2. An a_______ Russian should know at least one foreign language.
3. He p_______ his English very hard and soon became quite fluent in it.
4. The day will come when I will r______ my dream.
5. Don’t be d______ about the results of your test: next time you’ll do better.
Контрольная работа по английскому языку
7 класс
II четверть
I. Choose one of the perfect tenses (present perfect, past perfect or future perfect) to
complete the sentences.
1. – Don’t water the flowers! – I already (water) them.
2. After she (be) on holiday, she felt much better.
3. Tomorrow I (be) here for a year.
4. The farmer said he (feed) the ducks and was going to feed the cows.
5. I’m sure she (arrive) in Boston by the end of the week.
II. Put in the articles where necessary.
1. ___ motorbike in ___ front garden belongs to my brother.
2. After finishing ___ school I’m going to ___ university.
3. Dad is in ___ hospital. He had a car accident three days ago.
4. – Where’s Betty? – She is in ___ taking___ photo of ___ altar.
5. Can you pass me ___ marmalade and ___ butter?

III. Complete the sentences using the new words.
1. Look at these lovely salad b_______ I’ve just bought. 2. If you want to open the door,
p_____ it and if you want to close the door, p_____ it. 3. We quarreled yesterday and I
r______ a lot of things that I said. 4. Good basketball players know how to b_____ the
ball. 5. How many c______ are you going to have on your birthday cake this year?
IV. Complete the dialogues using comparative and superlative degrees of the
adjectives.
1. – This rule is too short, I need a ________ one.
- Here you are. This is the ______ I’ve got.
2. - This bike is very expensive. Have you got any that is _____?
-Sorry, the ______ makes have been sold out.
3. – I thought this test would be ____ than the last one. That one was very difficult.
- Alas! (Увы!) It is the_____ test we have ever had.
Контрольная работа по английскому языку
7 класс
III четверть
I. Choose the tense used to describe future in the following sentences.
1. I (will fly/ will be flying) to Moscow at this time tomorrow.
2. The train from London (arrives/ will arrive) at 6 p.m.
3. I hope he (will explain/ is going to explain) everything to you.
4. My granny (will have retired/ will retire) by 2015.
5. Soon spring (comes/will come).
6. We (are receiving/will receive) the delegation of teachers from Britain tomorrow.
7. I (visit/am going to visit) my sick friend in the evening.
II. Complete the sentences.
1. Ask the teacher (когда вы будете писать текст).
2. (Если он пообещает прийти вовремя), he will come.
3. It will be a nasty day tomorrow (если погода не изменится).
4. I want to know ( когда врач придет).
5. I won’t be able to do this exercise (если ты мне не поможешь).
6. Don’t tell him (когда начнутся каникулы).
III. Choose the right form of the verbs to complete the sentences.
1. I can’t use my bike now. It (is repaired/ is being repaired).
2. Lunch was ready: the meat (was roasted/ was being roasted), the vegetables
(were boiled/ were being boiled).
3. New schools (are built/ are being built) in Moscow every year.
4. The room looks nice. It (has just been painted/ was just painted).
5. I can’t give you the articles now. They (are translated/ are being translated).
6. Tom said they couldn’t take photos. The camera (was repaired/ was being
repaired).
7. The problem (has already been discussed/ was already discussed)
IV. Change the following active sentences into passive ones.

E.g. They are building a new road in the city now. – A new road is being built in the city
now.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

They speak a lot about the new ballet.
Somebody stole my bicycle yesterday.
They are performing a new song now.
The teacher will explain this rule to the students tomorrow.
The students have already done all the exercises.
We couldn’t get inside. They were washing the floors.
Контрольная работа по английскому языку
7 класс
IV четверть

I. Complete the sentences.
1. You’ll be allowed to go out (если помоешь посуду).
2. (Как только придет учитель), the lesson will start.
3. I won’t go anywhere (до тех пор, пока он не позвонит).
4. (Если ты поедешь в Англию), you’ll have a chance to improve
your English.
II. Use the definite article with the geographical names where necessary.
1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.

…United Kingdom
…Pacific Ocean
… Hyde Park
… British Museum

5. … Trafalgar Square
6….Volga
7. … Urals
8. …Black Sea

III. Use to make or to do in the following phrases.
… translation
5. … а mistake
… a bed
6. … a choice
… friends
7. … housework
… one’s best
8. … progress
IV. Translate into English.
1. Если бы сейчас было лето!
2. Если бы я могла говорить на английском хорошо!
3. Если бы я была старше!
V. Choose the right form of the verb.
1. If the weather is good tomorrow, we (will/would) go on a picnic.
2. If I were you, I (will/would) go in for sport.
3. If I had a lot of money, I (will/would) buy a new laptop.
4. If David Beckham (played/plays) in the match, the team will win it.
5. If she (studied/studies) harder, she wouldn’t get bad marks.

VI. Open the brackets and complete the sentences with the right verb form.
1. By 6 o’clock yesterday the train (not, arrive) yet. Mark who (stand) on the
platform for half an hour already decided to go home.
2. – Can I (have) my book back? – Sorry, I (not, read) it yet. But I think I
(read) it by Sunday.
3. When I (go) to school yesterday I met my friend.

